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๏Clear observations of strangeness enhancement and “flow”-like effects 
with pp charged multiplicity in minimum-bias events 
๏Recently, ALICE presented similar measurements in events with a hard (jet) 
trigger: complementary probe of central impact parameters. 

๏Used “KNO-like” variable  as activity classifier (Martin, 

PS, Farrington, Eur.Phys.J.C 76 (2016) 5, 299), with TRNS a geometric region transverse 
to the leading jets ~ a measure of underlying-event activity. 
๏I comment on RT, on the ALICE measurements, and on wishes for the future.

RT = NTRNS
ch /⟨NTRNS

ch ⟩



What is the “TRANSVERSE” Region?
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๏In events with a hard trigger

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event

Let hard trigger 
define  

(in x-y plane)

φ = 0

= Hardest Track Hardest track-jet Hardest jet

(Not infrared safe) (More infrared safe) (Infrared safe)

AWAY region:  
Momentum conservation 

➤ contains recoil jet (at LO)

TRANSVERSE region: 
Useful observable definition 
of the “Underlying Event”

(+ generalisations to Drell-Yan, , …)tt̄

(Pioneered by R. Field, CDF)

⊗Beam axis: 

TOWARDS region: 
Multiplicity dominated by 

hard trigger (jet)

Note: prefer to express contents as densities (per unit Δ𝜑Δη) ➤ easier comparisons

Issue: Transverse region can be 
sensitive to contamination from 
bremsstrahlung from the hard 
scattering; will get back to that.
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Event shape observables: Relative transverse activity classifier (RT)

RT = NchTS /<NchTS>, where NchTS is the charged particle multiplicity in the transverse 
region.

Using RT, one can vary the magnitude of underlying events (UE) and study the 
particle production. RT→0 : Events with less UE. They are expected to be 
compatible with the results from jetty-like events based on transverse spherocity.

It is an useful tool to study:

Collective effects in events with low and high transverse activity

Events as a function of varying multi-partonic interactions (MPIs)

Interplay between soft and hard interactions

Auto-correlation effects

ALICE, JHEP04 (2020) 192

A pT cut for the leading particle is required to ensure a hard process

For identified particle analysis: pTleading > 5 GeV/c (particle production 
in transverse region is relatively stable in this range) 

For un-identified charged particle analysis: 8 < pTleading < 15 GeV/c 
(this hard cut reduces the flow effects, required for searches for jet 
quenching effects) )c (GeV/leading
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From Minimum-Bias (MB) to the Underlying Event (UE)
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•Multiple Parton Interactions with impact-parameter dependence (eg PYTHIA):  
๏ Rise from minimum-bias to UE interpreted as a biasing effect.  
๏ Small pp impact parameters → larger matter overlaps → more MPI  
๏ → higher probability for a hard interaction.

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event

“Maximum 
Bias”

Minimum 
Bias

UA1, Phys. Lett. B 132 (1983) 214-222

“Outside the [jet], a constant ET 
plateau is observed, whose height 
is independent of the jet ET. Its 
value is substantially higher 

than the one observed for minimum 
bias events.”

๏Pedestal effect (1983): 
•

Now called the “Underlying Event”

density

http://cds.cern.ch/ejournals.py?publication=Phys.+Lett.+B&volume=132&year=1983&page=214
http://cds.cern.ch/ejournals.py?publication=Phys.+Lett.+B&volume=132&year=1983&page=214


MPI in Minimum-Bias and UE
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Extreme UE

๏  Main idea: UE in events 
triggered by a hard scattering = 
complementary probe of small 
impact parameters  

+ input to high-pT program @ LHC 

๏The Underlying Event                 
(here defined with hard scattering at pT > 20 GeV, but no significant 
dependence on specific hard process; similar story for Drell-Yan and ) 

๏Has substantially larger average 
number of MPI than minimum-bias 
(as modelled by PYTHIA) 

๏Still some events have few MPI    
~ jets without pedestals? 
๏Tail towards high numbers of MPI 

 high-Nch tail of Min-Bias?

⟹

t t̄

↔
๏(Martin, PS, Farrington, Eur.Phys.J.C 76 (2016) 5, 299)
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Figure 4: The dependence of (a) the average number of parton-parton interactions (including
the hardest interaction, hence hnMPIi � 1) and (b) the average hadron-hadron impact parameter
versus the transverse activity fraction, RT, defined in the text, for a representative set of PYTHIA
8 tunes, for pp collisions at 13 TeV with at least one track jet (defined in text). Colour online.

5 Identified Particle Results
The production of identified particles is useful to investigate the evolution of the underlying event
as a function of transverse activity levels in the event. The strange and baryon contents of the
final state arising from non-perturbative effects are expected to be particularly sensitive to the
modeling described in section 2.

We normalise distributions to factor out any contribution from differences in the overall mul-
tiplicity spectra of the generators and focus on ratios of particle yields, with the total yield of
inclusive particles discussed in the previous section. Crucially, this also highlights any changes
in the relative suppression of identified particles, with respect to the inclusive sum. The meson
fractions are plotted in fig. 7. The ratio of charged pions to inclusive particles is given first as
the latter is used subsequently for normalisation as it is experimentally easier to access. The
⇡± fraction is observed to fall from 76–79% at low RT to 72–77% at high RT, with the lowest
fractions in EPOS and DIPSY ROPE at high RT as expected due to increased strange and baryon
production in these models as a function of RT. PYTHIA 8 Monash + New CR, which does
not incorporate strangeness enhancement but does allow for baryon enhancement, also exhibits
a statistically significant drop.

The average K0
s and K± multiplicities with respect to the inclusive multiplicity are shown in

12

๏(Martin, PS, Farrington, Eur.Phys.J.C 76 (2016) 5, 299)
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MB ≡ <MB>

RT ~ 0.25

<UE>

RT ~ 1

<MB>

<UE>

More central

RT ~ 0.25

3210.50.1 0.25

The Transverse Activity Classifier RT
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๏Aim: study UE properties (<pT>, strangeness, …) as function of UE 
multiplicity ~ like we do in min-bias 

•

Normalise by average value  “KNO-style” variable ⟹ RT =
NTRNS

⟨NTRNS⟩

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event



TOWARD region - pT spectrum
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ALI-PREL-322959

Hard 
“tip” 
of jetSoft “base” of jet

TOWARD region  
Somewhat analogous to a jet 

(with )ΔR ∼ 1

Low UE ➤ “Clean” jet
High UE ➤ “Polluted” jet

The UE fluctuates:

Low UE ➤ cleaner jets ➤ Interesting for precision jet studies? Better calibrations?

Soft base of jet (  GeV) 
varies with UE estimator  

Hard tip of jet (  GeV) ~ 
independent of UE estimator

pT ≲ 3

pT ≳ 5



TRANSVERSE region - pT spectrum
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TRANSVERSE region  
~ the “Underlying Event”

ALI-PREL-342263

Low UE ➤ Softer Spectra

High UE ➤ Harder Spectra

 increases with the 
UE estimator  

similarly to  in 
min-bias 

One of the classic 
indicators of collectivity

⟨p⊥⟩

⟨p⊥⟩(Nch)



TRANSVERSE region: MC Comparison
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ALI-PREL-346031

ALI-PREL-346031
ALI-PREL-346031

In high-UE events, 
PYTHIA does a 

reasonable job of 
modelling the pT 
spectrum in the 

transverse region 

(Probably at least in part 
due to MPI and CR 

modelling tuned to high-
Nch tail of min-bias)

Solid lines: PYTHIA 8.244 

Dashed Lines: EPOS LHC

In low-UE events, both 
Pythia and EPOS predict 
a too soft pT spectrum 
in the transverse region 

ALI-PREL-346031

Especially for pT > 1 GeV/c

Naively, could have 
expected PYTHIA good 
at modelling a single jet 
with low UE ~ LEP?

ALI-PREL-346031

But remember: here we look TRANSVERSE to the jet. 
More challenging than collinear fragmentation.

Interestingly (?) something 
similar was seen at LEP



TRANSVERSE region: Comparison to LEP?
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ALI-PREL-346031

ALI-PREL-346031 ALI-PREL-346031 ALI-PREL-346031

Pythia describes a wide range of LEP event shapes, jet rates, and particle spectra well

A longstanding significant exception are the 
pT distributions transverse to the main jet axis

	 See eg PS et al., Eur.Phys.J.C 74 (2014) 8, 3024 

Related?

Highlights that low-UE events are particularly interesting 
to compare with the no-UE events we have in  

(However as defined here, these observables are not directly comparable. They cover different regions, have 
different trigger biases, different q vs g Born-level starting points, and different contributions from extra jets)

e+e−

Status: unresolved 

Many ideas including CR / subleading colour, 
N-jet merging, thermal tails, …



Strangeness
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๏2019 analysis: strangeness ratios as functions of pT  
•Would have liked to start from pT-integrated <NX>/<NY> as functions of RT  

๏ (that would still be useful; Yields are changing at the same time as the pT spectra. Yields first, then spectra.) 
๏

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event

𝑹𝑻 − Results

Adrian Fereydon Nassirpour 4502/03/2020

• Kaon-to-pion ratio contain similar 
effects seen in proton-to-pion ratio.

• Both generators are able to 
somewhat predict the double-
ratio.

• Also exhibits a radial flow-like 
effect.

Mesons 
TRNS

𝑹𝑻 − Results

Adrian Fereydon Nassirpour 4602/03/2020

• Kaon-to-pion ratio contain similar 
effects seen in proton-to-pion ratio.

• Both generators are able to 
somewhat predict the double-
ratio.

• Also exhibits a radial flow-like 
effect.

• The Phi-to-pion ratio exhibit a large 
boost in both high-𝑹𝑻 ratios.

• Toward region has significant 
enhancement that is neither 
generator can accurately describe.

• EPOS seems to be able to capture 
the overall trend.

•Overall trends: PYTHIA underpredicts strangeness, even at low RT

All ~ constant

•EPOS has the <strangeness> but not the right RT dependence.

Quite hard to see what is 
going on in this region



Baryons
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๏Baryons: crucial to get full picture; require the formation of 
diquarks and/or colour-epsilon structures in the confinement field. 

•

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event

Baryons 
TRNS

𝑹푻 − Results

Adrian Fereydon Nassirpour 4402/03/2020

• The proton-to-pion ratio indicates a 
radial flow-like behaviour between the 
two 𝑹푻 cases.

• This effect is stronger in the 
Transverse region. 

• Both models are able to somewhat 
reproduce the low-𝑹푻 trend.

• These events are most likely 
dominated by (hard) ee physics.

• However, both models fail to describe 
the high-𝑹푻 trend.

• EPOS performs a bit better 
qualitative job than PYTHIA. 

• The Ξ -to-pion ratio also show similar 
behaviour, but more enhanced.

• high-𝑹푻 for Xi-to-pion in Toward 
approaches the Transverse values.

• EPOS accurately describes the 
high-𝑹푻 Toward region.

• EPOS predicts large high-pT baryon fractions at high RT not seen in data 
• PYTHIA underpredicts baryon fractions, especially  at high RT 
•Would be interesting to test with QCD CR, Rope Hadronisation, and Shoving

Ξ



Comments & Subtleties: Nch vs Ninc vs track-jets vs jets
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๏Nch: cleanest / easiest to meausure 
•But quite “infrared unsafe”. E.g., a K+ always counts as one particle, but a K0S either counts as 
zero (if treated as stable or decaying to π0π0) or 2 if decaying to π+π-. 
•Can lead to counter-intuitive biases eg in strangeness fractions vs RT 

๏Alternatively  = Identifiable weakly decaying strange hadrons ( ) + long-
lived prompt charged hadrons ( )  

•Less weird biases (but prompt π0 still “invisible”; use EM information?) 

๏Alternatively measure UE activity in complementary (non-overlapping) region (eg )  
•Must be correlated with activity in measurement region to be useful. 
•If using  how to distinguish between low-angle ISR jets and events with many MPI? 

๏ Require Forward AND Backward coincidence? Forward AND Inclusive Central? Exploit momentum-
conservation (anti-)correlation between ISR and jet(s) from hard scattering? 

๏Using Jets to Define :  
•Instead of hardest track, use a clustered (track) jet to define . 
•Brings in information from more than a single (charged) particle. 
•Capability to use jets can then also be used e.g. to define exclusive 2-jet events…

Ninc K0
S , Λ, Σ, Σ̄, Ξ, Ω

π±, K±, p±

NFWD
ch

NFWD
ch

φ = 0
φ = 0

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event



The TransMIN Region and Exclusive 2-Jet Events
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TransMIN region:  
Less contaminated 
by bremsstrahlung 

jets

TransMIN region: 
The “TRANSVERSE” region is 

really two separate regions

Exclusive 2-jet events 
Less contaminated by 
bremsstrahlung jets

highest-pT 
particle/jet in 
the transverse 

region

Require observed away-side jet 
(with similar pT and in angular region 

that prevents overlap with TRNS)
Both types studied at CDF, but I 
haven’t seen them much since.

a.k.a. “back-to-back” events



A (progressive) Theorist’s View
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๏Start with most inclusive measures of activity ~ sum(pT) , Ninc 
•Express next-level quantities as ratio to first, and so on 
•Emphasises broad event features first ➤ progressively finer details 

๏ Similarly, spectra in order of mean, width, then (de)tails of spectrum. 
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Figure 3: The transverse NInc. distribution for events with leading track jet in the range
10  p? 30 < GeV, normalised to unity. Colour online.

a hard scatter was present while the upper requirement limits the contamination by wide-angle
radiation off the hard scatter which increases slowly with the p? of the leading jet [23].

In the context of MPI models, the case where only a small amount of energy is deposited in
the transverse region implies that only a small number of MPI occurred in that event. This there-
fore affords an opportunity to measure event properties in an ‘MPI-suppressed’ environment,
where fragmentation properties may be closer to those of e+e� collisions than the average pp jet
event.

In the other extreme where the activity in an event is many times larger than the mean, new
dynamic effects may become significant. Some different models which may give rise to modified
behaviour in dense pp interactions were discussed in sec. 2. Such modifications may be important
in describing effects already observed in data such as [56, 79] and [49], and it is important to
develop further probes that shed light on how these effects develop as we move from dilute to
dense environments.

Illustrated in fig. 4 are the average number of parton-parton interactions (MPI) and the av-
erage transverse proton-proton impact parameter hbMPIi, with the latter normalised such that
1 corresponds to the impact parameter of an average minimum-bias event. Both are plotted
as a function of log10(RT) for four different tunes of PYTHIA 8. For the most active events
(log10(RT) = 0.5 corresponding to RT =

p
10 ⇠ 3.2 times higher-than-average UE activity) the

average number of MPI increases by roughly a factor 2 relative to the mean (at log10(RT) = 0),
and the events are roughly twice as central as the average in this jet p? window (which in turn
are twice as central as the average minimum-bias event). For low-activity events, with less than
a tenth of the average UE activity, log10(RT) < �1, an average of less than 2 MPI per event are

10

Ninc Ninc

NK

NK

Nϕ
Strangeness Ladder

Ninc

Np

Baryon Ladder

Np

NΛ

NΛ

NΞ

NK

NΛ

(+ Spin ladder!)

NK

NΞ

Nϕ
NΞ



Super Exciting: Correlations !
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๏Eagerly awaiting baryon-meson correlations and  studies 
•+ baryon-(anti)baryon + dependence on activity estimator (Nch/Ninc/RT)? 
•Correlations are key to understanding detailed particle production 
mechanisms. 

๏Further complementary studies by ALICE: 
•In min-bias context, interesting to probe “jetty” vs isotropic events at high 
multiplicities. Several studies carried out by ALICE using transverse 
spherocity classifier; not covered here. 
•Charm Baryon fractions (huge enhancements up to ~ 20 times !)

Λ/K

e+e−

Monash UMultipl ic ity Probes of the Underlying Event

THANK  YOU!



Extra Slides



Summary: <pT> Comparison between regions
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ALI-PREL-346061

ALI-PREL-346061

NEAR: <pT> drops as more soft UE is 
added underneath the jet, then flattens

TRNS: <pT> increases ~ linearly with RT, 
similar to trend in high-Nch min-bias? 

Eventually “catches up” with the other regions (& 
then presumably dominates there too)

AWAY ~ washed-out version of NEAR

Interesting that both models 
(PYTHIA and EPOS) fail at lowest RT 

Interesting to follow up on! 
Related (or not) to LEP pTout discrepancy?

ALI-PREL-346061

RT


